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Strawberry
Field Day (Forever)

Need we say more? Rebecca Robertson calling CQ for K7GSL in the
GOTA station on a Kenwood TS-

450SAT through a four-band fan
“beverage” dipole, logging on
N3FJP. It doesn’t get much better.

In this issue of the UVARC Shack
Photos from a successful Field
Day near Strawberry Reservoir.
Way to Be for WE7SEW to do what
nobody else could. A trip to the
shack of K7DHR. Brass Tacks answers a very fundamental question. DIY explains how to make
your own 20-meter beam.

Inside this issue

Dear Annette explains why we
use coax. Events spotlights the
Utah Valley Swapmeet. Another
word search in Side of Bacon.
Please send your ideas, stories,
updates, photos, questions,
gripes, and breaking news to
uvarcshack@gmail.com
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Way to Be
Spotlight on our members

Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW
It hasn’t even been a month, but that we highlighted Glenna in a
My Shack column. And during one of our Utah Valley Ham Lunches, this is what we learned.

In 2005 Glenna was working as a teacher at Dan Peterson school
for handicapped children. She was very happy at the school, and it
didn’t really feel like work to her. Glenna said, “It was like going to
work in heaven, because I spent all my time working with angels.”
She said her time consisted mostly of teaching kids life skills,
such as folding laundry, turning on and off lights for others, and
various personal hygiene needs.
At that time a young lady named Jenna had been a student at Dan Peterson for years. She lived
at home with her mother, but was severely handicapped, mostly physically, and so was wheelchair-bound, and had a severe speech impediment, so that all she could make was random
sounds. Through her years at Dan Peterson, one teacher after another tried working with Jenna, but soon became very frustrated with her. They had a difficult time understanding how Jenna could progress and learn something so well one day, then completely forget all she had accomplished by the next day, and would have to start from scratch.
Glenna had heard of Jenna from the other teachers, and so in Jenna’s final year of school at
Dan Peterson, Glenna asked to be assigned to Jenna, to give this young lady another chance.
Glenna soon saw the reasons for the frustrations the other teachers had expressed, but decided to make Jenna her own child that year. Day after day Glenna and Jenna worked together, to
make progress on motion, smalls tasks, expression, and speech. And after every hill overcome, Jenna would revert to her former, unprogressive self.
Before long, Glenna began to see that Jenna was not as mentally handicapped as everybody
had thought. One day Glenna noticed that Jenna had a way of mimicking her, first in tiny ways,
then later in bigger ways. Eventually, Glenna got Jenna to mimic her speech, and Jenna began
to talk. A word, then another, then part of a sentence.
Glenna decided to set an impossible goal, and asked to not only allow Jenna to graduate on
stage, but to give the commencement speech. Given the permission, Glenna worked with Jenna
every day on that speech, what she would say, how she would say it. They finally got a few
sentences worked out that Jenna could recite from memory, then started rehearsing. And this
wasn’t going to be easy for another reason: the graduation was to take place in the gymnasium, which many students associate with screaming, where they can let it out if they needed.
On graduation day, Glenna and Jenna worked tirelessly to get everything right. Then at the end
of one of the full rehearsals, they both realized that Jenna had gotten everything right, and she
let out a loud, “I DID IT!” Teachers and others watching couldn’t hold back the tears. At the
moment of graduation on stage, Jenna repeated her performance, applauded by cheers from
the audience.
A year before then, who would have thought? You’re the angel, Glenna.
From the rest of us in UVARC, thank you, Glenna, for your selfless service!
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My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them

Don Rawlinson, K7DHR
Scientific things have always interested me, and so while serving my LDS
Mission at age 21 in Niue Island in the
South Pacific near Samoa, I met a ham
from New Zealand who had a station,
and that sparked my interest. That
was 1962. While living in Lindon some
10 years later, Larry Hall, K7EYE, took
me under his wing in to help me get
my Novice Ticket, licensed as
WN7VNQ. Another good mentor was
Bryce Anderson, K7UA, (formerly
K7SAI), who now lives in American
Fork and is a very active DXer. That
same year I took and passed the General, then later the Advanced class exam, in Salt Lake
City, and got the call WA7VNQ. It wasn't until late in 1997, while living in Logan that I took and
passed my Extra class exam (the "old" way) through the VE system, where I also served as a VE.
Eventually, in 2017 I changed my call sign to K7DHR.
It was my privilege to serve in the Bridgerland Amateur Radio Club as their President and was
on their Board of Directors for several years. There are so many great memories of my association with the Club. One of my special friends and mentors was Clayton Clark, AC7O (SK),
whose call sign now resides on the 146.720 repeater, located on Mount Logan in Cache Valley.
He was a truly great mentor and friend.
My favorite mode right now is FT8 digital. Band conditions being
what they are and with my limited power and moderate antennas,
working SSB is really trying. I’m still active on the Beehive Utah Net,
and handle traffic into Utah County when I can. And of course, I enjoy VHF as well, and have made many friends here on the repeaters.
On the 76ers Net, I enjoy serving you as Net Control every fourth
month. And now, I’m happy to be a member of UVARC!
At my present QTH in Pleasant Grove, Utah, I run a Kenwood TS2000 to a 7-band homebrew Windom at about 30 feet, in an inverted-V configuration. I have an end-fed 32-foot wire with a 9:9 (un-un)
coil and 31 feet of coax, which tunes well with the TS-2000.
An old Kenwood TS-50 serves as a backup radio, along with an MFJ
mobile tuner. The TS-2000 also works as my shack 2 meter/70 cm
rig, and I feed it to a dual-band Pockrus J-pole, also at 30 feet, allowing me to remain active on the local repeaters. The photo to the
left shows my 80-10 Windom, the J-pole on top, and the end of a 60
-foot end-fed. I purchased the J from Carl, but I built the rest.
— 73 from K7DHR
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

The physics of radio communication
So, exactly how does radio communication
work? As innocent as this question might
sound, it’s actually a very complex topic. On
one hand, you turn on your HT (handheld
transceiver), press the PTT (push-to-talk)
button, speak into the microphone, and your
friend listening on another HT tuned to the
same frequency, but across the room, can
hear your voice, assuming his volume is adjusted appropriately. On the other hand, two major
processes are taking place, and to even begin understanding the interaction between the two
HTs, we need to consider each separately, to appreciate the mystery behind what we call radio
communication.
Your radio combines your voice with a carrier signal in one way or another (modulation), and
prepares (filters, shifts, amplifies) your modulated signal for transmission into the space surrounding your antenna. The transmitter portion of your radio, no matter how large or small,
old or new, produces an electrical signal of alternating voltage and current, and presents that
signal by two conductors at its output. A two-conductor transmission line, such as your coaxial
cable or tiny traces in
your HT, then delivers
the signal from your
transmitter output to
your antenna.
Simple or complicated,
your antenna is a network of electrical conductors arranged to
present an impedance
ideally matching that of your transmitter. This impedance completes the electrical path of the
modulated electrical signal, allowing the current from one conductor of your transmitter output to flow through one conductor of your transmission line, through your antenna, back
through the other transmission line conductor, and eventually to the other transmitter output
conductor. Then 1/(2f) seconds later (f is your transmitter frequency) the entire electrical process reverses itself.

Transmitting
What happens at the antenna is the focus of this discussion. As current flows in one direction, then the opposite direction, through the
antenna conductors (elements), the charges (electrons) in the elements move in a circular pattern, their revolution time equal to the
signal frequency. Each charge presents an electric field around it, and
because it’s moving, its field intensity fluctuates with the same periodicity (frequency) at any given point near the charge.
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Brass Tacks
continued

The changing electric field, in turn, produces an accompanying magnetic field with the same
frequency. Both of these fields leave the location of the moving charge (source) in all directions, and at the speed of light, their peak intensities decreasing as the inverse square of their
distance from the source. And because these outwardly moving fields vary in intensity from
zero to peak and back to zero at a constant frequency, they resemble a wave-like pattern as
they travel.

Receiving
When this field pair reaches another piece of electrically
conductive material, such as your friend's antenna (or anything metal, for that matter), the electric component of
the field pair will start affecting the charges in his antenna elements, causing them to move in a circular pattern
with a periodicity equal to the frequency of the electrical
wave.
The movement of the charges results in a current that’s
induced in the conductive material of your friend's antenna elements, which current is conducted by a transmission line to his radio. His receiver circuitry then processes
(amplifies, filters, shifts) the electrical signal, removes the
carrier signal (demodulation), and presents the remainder
to his audio system, where he's then able to hear your
voice through his speaker.

Summary and addendum
Seemingly simple to the casual observer, radio communication involves some foundational
laws of physics, described by some very complex mathematics underlying electrical and electromagnetic behavior. This is true at both the transmitting end and the receiving end of the
communication journey, the two processes roughly mirroring each other. At the heart of this
magic is the embodiment of Gauss’s Law (an electric field results from an electric charge), Ampere’s Law (interaction between an electric field and a magnetic field), and Faraday’s Law (a
magnetic field can produce a voltage).
In short, the magic of radio occurs because of the interactions between voltage, current, impedance, the electric field, the magnetic field, and flux. This is not the appropriate place to
explain all these terms, but suffice it to say that they all arise from the fundamental property
of charge, connected by the laws of physics known collectively as Maxwell’s Equations.
Essentially, charge produces a flux, which presents a potential (voltage), which, if it moves another charged particle, produces current, which, if it changes (alternating if it changes periodically), generates an electromagnetic wave, which is propagated outward. At another location
the same wave is picked up, and the process works in reverse, to produce the desired output.
All that, from a pair of cheap handheld transceivers. Now you know the depth of that magic.
— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:
I’ve been asked whether I plan to go to the
swap meet. I don’t really have anything to
buy or sell, so will there be something for me
to do there if I did go?
Swapper in Heber
Dear Swapper:
At a swapmeet, like the one the club will hold
on Saturday September 29, there is a lot
more that you can do besides buy, sell, or
trade equipment. You can see small kiosk
presentations, demonstrations of ham equipment, participate in the drawing, and become
aware of clubs around Utah besides just our
own. ARES, RACES, CERT, and other emergency management groups will be on hand to
distribute literature, answer questions, and
recruit your help. But the most important
thing you can get out of a swapmeet is the
opportunity to meet and talk face-to-face with
people you might otherwise have missed on
the air or at club meetings.

frequency, which is more than their simple
resistance. Without your conductors matching
the impedance of your radio and antenna, the
maximum amount of power from your radio
won’t be sent out through your antenna, but
will be wasted as loss. Furthermore, the impedance mis-match will result in some of the
signal being reflected back to your radio,
possibly resulting in damage to your precious. Coaxial cable is manufactured to present a very consistent impedance across a
wide range of frequencies, making it a better
signal conductor than a mere pair of wires.
Dear Annette:
You always want us to tell you where we live,
so where do you live?
Curious in Provo

Dear Curious:
I live approximately 3,431 miles due south of
the North Pole.

Dear Annette:

Dear Annette:

Why do people use coax to connect some radios to their antennas? Why not just use a
pair of wires, like with a battery and a light
bulb? Is there something special about coax
that they have to use it instead of plain wires?

When I use my HT to talk into the repeater,
people say I sound really good, but my wife
and I in the same house can’t hear each other
(or we sound garbled) when we’re on the
same repeater. What are we doing wrong?

Pondering in Highland

Jinxed in Eagle Mountain

Dear Pondering:

Dear Jinxed:

If the signals that radios send to their antennas were DC signals, like with batteries to
light bulbs, they wouldn’t need coaxial cable;
only a pair of wires, as you suggest. But coax
solves two major problems that DC wires
can’t quite touch at radio frequencies: maximum power transfer and reflections. And
these have a lot to do with impedance, the
result of the inductance and capacitance presented by the conductors at the operating

Your HTs are desensitizing each other, meaning each receiver input circuitry is unable to
reject the strong incoming signal of the nearby (offset) frequency of the other, caused
partly by how close they are to each other.
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Got a question for Dear Annette? Send your
email to uvarcshack@gmail.com and include
your town.

DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

20-meter portable Yagi beam antenna
Many of you have commented that you really appreciate the several 2-meter antenna and dipole HF designs we’ve featured in the UVARC Shack. But several have asked whether there
aren’t any real HF beam antenna plans available for DIY, so that they can compete with the big
boys and their big boy antennas, but on a little boy budget. Turns out there are, and this one,
compliments N4SPP and WB3JZO is a terrific performer. Plus, it’s vehicle-portable.
When completed, this Yagi beam exhibits about 7.1 dBi gain at 14.150 MHz, with a 2.0:1
bandwidth slightly wider than the 20-meter band. Like many store-bought HF antennas, this
one uses loading coils to shorten its elements and reduce its size to one that’s a lot easier to
mount and support by normal humans. But that shortened size comes at the price of performance, as in gain and beamwidth. Still, for the cost and simple construction, you can’t beat it.

Parts list:
60 feet of 18 AWG speaker wire (30 feet of the pair)
3 1˝ X 10-foot section of Schedule 80 PVC (conduit)
2 ½˝ X 10-foot section of Schedule 80 PVC (conduit)
3 1˝ three-way electrical conduit T-boxes
1 pkg 18 AWG spade lugs
1 SO-239 solder bulkhead connector

10 8-32 X 1-3/4˝ truss head bolts
10 8-32 flat washers
10 8-32 wing nuts
3 7/8˝ X 48˝ wooden dowels
1 pkg 18 AWG spade receivers
1 10-foot top-rail

This diagram closely reflects our description in many respects
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DIY, continued
20-meter portable Yagi beam antenna

The design I’m going to describe, which requires the parts in the list on the previous page, is
for a non-telescopic set of elements. This keeps our construction simple and inexpensive, yet
allows the entire setup to be broken down into 5-foot-long sections for vehicle portability. I’m
also using 18 AWG wire for convenience, instead of the recommended 22 AWG, which changes
things a bit from the diagram.

Let’s get started
The speaker wire is normally sold as a pair of wires wound on a
spool, so before you begin using it, separate the entire 30-foot
length into 60 feet of single wires. Typically one wire will be coppercolored and the other silver-colored, but it doesn’t make any difference which you use where.
Cut four inside legs from 52-½˝ inches of 1˝ PVC. Wind 26 turns of
the wire in a tight coil starting 2˝ from one end of the inside leg,
leaving 3˝ of wire, so that 1˝ of the wire extends past the end of the Spade lug and receiver
PVC. Run the wire from the coil to the other end of the PVC, so that
the wire extends 5-½˝ past the other end. Install spade receivers onto three of the non-coil
(boom) wire ends, and a spade lug onto the fourth boom (reflector) wire end. Install spade
lugs (males) on the coil end of all four wires. Secure all the coils and wires to the 1˝ PVC.
Cut two reflector legs of 54 inches of ½˝ PVC and two driven
legs of 51 inches of ½˝ PVC. Attach speaker wire to all four
reflector and driven legs such that the wire terminates at the
end of the ½˝ PVC on the outside end and extends an inch
past the end of the ½˝ PVC on the inside end. Terminate all
four inside wires with spade receivers (females).
Cut two 51-½˝ lengths of 1˝ PVC for the boom. At one end of
one of the two boom pieces attach an SO-239 bulkhead solder
connector. One thing I did was attach an angle bracket to the
boom with wood
SO-239 bulkhead detail
screws, about an
inch from where
the T-box will go, then bolt the bulkhead to the
bracket. Attach an 8-inch speaker wire to each of
the conductors of the bulkhead connector, and
terminate the other end with a spade lug. Because
of the soft Teflon dielectric of the bulkhead connector, another thing I do is install a PL-259 connector to it prior to soldering, in case you heat
the center conductor just a bit too much. That’ll
keep the center pin centered as it should be.

Coil detail
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DIY, continued
20-meter portable Yagi beam antenna

For each pair of inside legs, insert dowels (as stiffeners) between
two of the inside legs at the non-coil end through the boom end T.
Drill a 5/32˝ hole about 1˝ from the coil end of each leg, through
the 1˝ PVC and the ½˝ PVC and the dowel.

Set it up
For each leg, slip the dowel into the inside end of the ½˝ PVC leg, Electrical conduit T-box
the inside end of the ½˝ PVC leg into a 1˝ PVC at the coil end, and
secure all three with a truss head bolt, flat washer, and wing
nut. Connect all the spade lugs to their receivers. Connect the
coax to the SO-239 bulkhead, and drape the coax over the
boom for a strain-relief. Place the boom center T onto the
mast, and have fun on 20 meters!
As the author points out in his article, you’re not going to
wind your coils the same way I do, and your antenna dimensions and environment will differ from mine slightly, so once
you build this beast, you’ll want to tune it. You can do this by
checking your SWR bandwidth with an analyzer while shortenDowel inserted through the T ing a wire element here and there.
One neat thing I found is that a top-rail fits perfectly in the
boom center T, so I use two 10-foot sections for my mast, which I then insert into a tripod.
Also, the antenna will obviously be quite top-heavy, so you’ll want to guy the whole setup, especially if you raise it on a windy day.

Completed boom and driven joint
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The author’s finished project

Events
What’s happening in our ham radio
community

Utah Valley Swapmeet

Large gathering of amateur radio enthusiasts

Less than four months until the 2018 Utah Valley Swapmeet, sponsored by the Utah Valley
Amateur Radio Club. It will be held on Saturday September 29 from 9 am to noon, in the Ponderosa Room of the Spanish Fork Fairgrounds, 475 S Main St in Spanish Fork. Entry is $5 per
person or $10 per family. The typical purpose of a swapmeet is to offer buyers and sellers an
opportunity to get together and buy / sell / trade, plus the chance to rub shoulders with both
new and long-lost ham friends. But this swapmeet will also provide the following:
•

Demonstrations of amateur radio gear, including helping you get on the air (GOTA station)

•

Information on many aspects of amateur radio, including HF, digital, APRS, SOTA, portable,
and much more

•

Opportunity for many ham radio clubs, social groups, and associations (76ers, Utah VHF
Society, UVARC, UARC, UDXA, WDARC, ARRL, etc.) to recruit members

•

Chance for service organizations (SLCOARES, UCARES, TCARES, DCARES, TERT, ERC, SAG,
ARC, VEC, etc.) to invite and recruit members and inform attendees

•

Information about ham radio exam sessions and courses for much of Utah

•

Radio programmers who could program your radio on the spot, depending on your radio
model and where you live

The website for the Swapmeet is utahvalleyswapmeet.com. We’re still hammering out details,
but the latest info will be posted on the website, and on FB.

Day of ‘47 Special Event Station K7T
On Saturday July 21 from 9 am to 9 pm at
Scera Park in Orem, UVARC will be hosting a
Special Event Station (SES) for the first time,
this one to commemorate the Mormon pioneers as they officially entered the Salt Lake
Valley in 1847. Called the Days of ‘47 Commemoration Special Event Station, we’ve
been given the special event call sign of K7T
for the purpose and duration of this event.

After the special event is over, maybe days
later, the club will send out QSL (contact confirmation) cards to those we’ve logged.

For those unfamiliar with how a SES works,
we’ll set up an HF station, kind of like we did
at Field Day, but not on emergency power. For
twelve straight hours a variety of operators
take turns calling CQ-CQ-CQ This is special
event station kilo-seven-tango CQ!, each trying to attract attention to our special event,
while a person sitting next or nearby the operator logs each confirmed QSO (contact).

We plan to spend most of our time transmitting on 20 meters (specifically 14.336,
14.272, and 14.242 MHz, whichever sounds
the least busy) because it’ll be daylight nearly
the entire time.
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To carry out this SES, we’re going to need
help. We need volunteers to operate the radio
(license class doesn’t matter), to log the contacts, to help set up the station (especially the
antenna), to help take down the station, and
to provide food or snacks for those involved.

Please contact any member of the club leadership if you’d like to help. Or you can email
uvarcinfo@gmail.com

For Your Insight
Information you could use

Club meeting format

Monthly meeting help

Here’s the usual agenda for club meetings, at
the Orem City Council Chamber Room, 56 N
State St:

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help
with various tasks that make our club night
just that much more friendly and useful to
everybody. Monthly we need help with

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters
6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO
socialize / put faces with call signs
radio programmers available to help you
6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph!)
taking photos or videos during the meeting
operating the talk-in radio
setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!)

meeting lineup (agenda)
announcements / nets / awards / calendar
7:00 pm : Discussion / breakout session
discussions usually involve everybody
breakouts split into separate groups

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
For the New Ham Radio Operator
Ham Radio Nets

7:45 pm : Door prizes

DX Summit and DX Maps

7:55 pm : Dismiss and tear-down

76’ers Group and UVARC Group pages

8:00 pm : Club QSY to Shake Makers

SOTA and SOTAwatch

Something you’d like to see at the meetings?

Questions of the Month

Give us your input at uvarcshack@gmail.com
Test your knowledge (answers next page)

G3A1Ø : What causes HF propagation conditions to vary periodically in a 28 day cycle?
A. Long term oscillations in the upper atmosphere
B. Cyclic variations in the Earth’s radiation belts
C. The Sun’s rotation on its axis
D. The position of the Moon in its orbit
EØAØ1 : What is the primary function of an external earth connection or ground rod?
A. Reduce received noise
B. Lightning protection
C. Reduce RF current flow between pieces of equipment
D. Reduce RFI to telephone and home entertainment systems
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions
BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building
Sign up at HamStudy.org/sessions

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)
Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St
July 5*

August 2

Wed July 18, 7:00 to 8:45 pm

September 6

October 4

Wed August 15, 7:00 to 8;45 pm

November 1

December 6*

January 3

February 7

Sat September 15, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed September 19, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Wed October 17, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Sat October 20, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

* Actually a potluck at 93 N 400 E

Regular Nets

Sat November 17, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

RACES Net, Thu Aug 16 8:00 pm, 147.12

Wed November 21, 7:00 to 8:45 pm

Jackson Hole Net, Mon 8:00 pm, 146.76

Sat December 15, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7:00 pm, 146.78
UARC 76’ers, Wed 7:00 pm, 146.76

Provo One-day Technician Courses
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am

UVARC Youth Net, Thu 6:30 pm, 146.78

UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7:00 pm, 146.78

Re-starting September 15

CERT Net, 2nd & 4th Thu 8:00 pm, 146.78

BYU Law School Bldg, First Floor

Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8:00 pm, 50.14

2018 Orem Ham Radio Courses
General : July 31, Aug 7, 14, 21
Technician : Sept 18, 25, Oct 2, 9

6-Pack Net, Fri 9:00 pm, 50.15
Family History Net, Sat 8:00 pm, 146.78
UVARC Singles’ Net, Sat 9:00 pm, 146.78
See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets

Upcoming Contests

European HF Championship

IARU HF Championship

August 4, 6 am to 6 pm

July 14, 6 am to July 15, 6 am

NAQP (North American QSO Party)

CQ Worldwide VHF Contest

August 18, noon to midnight

July 21, noon to July 22, 3 pm

See a larger list at noji.com/contest

Answers to the Questions of the Month
G3A1Ø : C ( The Sun’s rotation on its axis )
EØAØ1 : B ( Lightning protection )
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Vendors
For your convenience

$20, open-stub “Joystick” aluminum half-wave J-pole antenna
by Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Half-wave performance, solid construction, weather-proof, low wind-load
Probably the best-performing outdoor antenna you can get for the price
Email at we7omg@gmail.com for purchase or information

$20, vertical “Super-Elastic Signal Stick” quarter-wave flexible antenna
by Richard Bateman, KD7BBC, of SignalStuff (and maker of HamStudy)
Super-performing antenna for your HT (handheld transceiver)

Visit SignalStuff and select SMA-Male, SMA-Female, or BNC

Want your call sign or name (or both!) embroidered on your shirt, your hoodie,
your duffle? Or how about a club patch with your call sign?
by Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW
Call sign or name = $5, Both = $8, UVARC patch = $5, Patch with call = $9
Email at glenna0354@gmail.com or call / text 801-592-2503
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Side of Bacon
A little ham humor

UVARC
SHACK
SQUELCH
JPOLE
FIELDDAY
BEAM
LABETOE
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CROSSBAND
MORSECODE
FEEDLINE
GENERAL
HAMFEST
TONE
AMPLIFIER
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TRAP
COAX
TECHNICIAN
CARRIER
FILTER
BETARNIO
RESONANCE

GAIN
CONTEST
SWAPMEET
EXTRA
COUNTERPOISE
BALUN
DEVIATION

Where everybody knows your call sign
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
Orem, Utah, USA
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-368-1865
Email: k7uva@arrl.net
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

We’re on the web!
uvarc.club

We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in
an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur
radio hobbyists in Utah County and surrounding areas a way to
gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are to
provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in their
new-found adventures, and to give more experienced hams a
reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom in a
friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We’re an ARRL Affiliate and
work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not subsidiary to them, to UARC, the 76’ers, UCARES, RACES, the SCATeam, or any other organization, although many of our members might also belong to the same.
This newsletter is published every so often by the Utah Valley
Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the tone and
temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its members,
and to entice the rest. To join, go to uvarc.club or to
www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ and request membership.
For more information about our club or about amateur (ham)
radio in general, please email or text or call us.
More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great
ham radio movement in Utah Valley

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities ........................... Jeff McGrath
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors
Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Gum, K7GUM
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY

Club Sponsor
Heath Stevenson
Orem City Emergency Manager
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